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CERN Football Club

CERN Football Club > CERN Pitch
**FcPitch**

**CERN Pitch**

Real grass.
Starting from the 19th of March please send an email to the club-football-committee AT@ cern.ch if you want to play on this pitch. Reservations are not possible from the 20th March to 1st July and with adverse weather conditions. Please send an email to club-football-committee AT@ cern.ch and ask to be added to the list of contributors to the calendar.

**Meyrin Pitch for Friday Trainings 12:15-14:00**

View Larger Map

Football shoes: **no metal studs**. Plastic ones are ok.
Showers/ChangingRooms: usually there are, also comfortable, but we are not 100% sure for this first time.

**Saint Genis gym for Monday Futsal Trainings 20:00-21:30**

View Larger Map

Futsal shoes: **no studs**
Showers/ChangingRooms: Yes

**Péron gym ("Gymnase de l'Annaz") for Tuesday Futsal Trainings 19:00-22:00**

View Larger Map

Futsal shoes: **no studs** and **non-marking outsole** (it is forbidden to play with shoes that mark the court floor). Showers/ChangingRooms: Yes

Only the necessary lights (the field and one changing room) should be turned on. The remaining ones (outside, stands, other changing rooms, etc) should remain off.

**NB:** at the last roundabout just go straight (the map is not up to date) and you will see the "Gymnase de l'Annaz" in front of you.

**CO Coudriers gym for Thursday Futsal Trainings 20:00-22:00**

View Larger Map

Futsal shoes: **no studs** and **non-marking outsole** (it is forbidden to play with shoes that mark the court floor).
Indoor Gyms Rules

VERY IMPORTANT: everyone has to wear futsal shoes (non-marking shoes!) only after entering the building (in order to keep them clean).

VERY IMPORTANT: futsal shoes with black sole (even non-marking one) are not accepted by the guardian.

For every slot there will be ONE RESPONSIBLE selected by the organizer who will have the following duties:

• VERY IMPORTANT: before the match starts he/she has to check that every player wears *non-marking shoes*… this is MANDATORY!! (People entering the gym already wearing the futsal shoes will be refused to access by the guardian!! So please take this seriously!!)

• The responsible for the training slot should do a quick turn on the gym looking for visible marking. If any, he should report to the guardian, otherwise we will be blamed.

• If he/she is in the first slot of the day he/she has to get in touch with the responsible of the previous match in order to collect the futsal bag and bring it to the training. Take care of putting the goals in place for the game (if necessary).

• If he/she is in the last slot of the day he/she is responsible of taking the futsal bag collecting all the stuff (balls, yellow/orange t-shirts, stopwatch, etc...), put the goals back in their place (if necessary) and if the guardian is not there turn off the lights and lock the door and the gate of the gym. He/she shall contact in due time the responsible of the following training in order to give him/her the bag.
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